9 No kind of causality based upon the constellations of single physical and chemical acts can account for organic individual development .... Life, at least morphogenesis, is not a specialised arrangement of inorganic events; biology, therefore, is not applied physics and chemistry: life is something apart, and biology is an independent science. ~The science and philosophy of the organism~ by HA~s DRIESCtl, being the Gifford Lectures for 1907, p. 142.
Although one may subscribe to the opinion expressed in the above quotation from DRIESCH, nevertheless on reading the whole book it strikes one that DRIESCtI'S ~Entelechyr is something much more than the minimum contained in that statement~ and is indeed a somewhat mystical conception.
To fill in the sentences omitted in the above quotation of DRIESCH, the omission of which was indicated by the asterisks: ,This development is not to be explained by any hypothesis about configuration of physical and chemical agents. Therefore there must be something else which is to be regarded as the sufficient reason of individual form-production. We now have got the answer to our question, what our constant E consists in. It is not the resulting action of a con-stellation. It is not only a short expression for a more complicated state of affairs, it expresses a true element of nature., Then again later ~our vitalistic or autonomous factor E concerned in morphogenesis~ is named ,Enteleehyr p. 144. But DRIESCH'S entelechy does seem to me to be a more complex conception than that of a ~true element of nature~, or.a form of energy in any way comparable to the single physical forces, it is a coordinating and regulating influence with very diverse and mysterious ways and means of application, not unlike the recapitulatory >>constraint~ which twenty years ago was held to cause organisms to develop along' a certain ancestral course, and is amenable with difficulty~ if at all, to exact computation.
While welcoming the conception because it involves the postulation of some form of energy not present in inanimate bodies, one may ask whether for the present it would not be more profitable to go no further in the search for the unknown vitalistic factor than the recognition and in~estigation of a special form of energy not so wholly different from certain known forms of energy.
Such a form of energy might be conceived of as acting from a centre like gravitation, statical electricity or magnetism; as causing movements of attraction or repulsion according to the conditions under which it is acting; as being" a constant attribute of living matter and exerting no influence on nonliving material; and as possessing the peculiarity of automatic and rhythmic alternation between unipolar and bipolar states.
May not DRIESCH'S ))Entelechy,, prove to be the more complex action of some such simpler form of energy in combination with other forces?
May not entelechy bear to this simpler form of energy some such rel~tion as that, for example, which the gyroscope bears to gravity, and the real vital factor be something rather less complex and also easier to investigate by exact methods of mensuration and computation?
In 1894 Rovx made the discovery that the blastomeres of cells of
Rana fusca towards the end of segmentation, if isolated and floated in a suitable medium, will shew distinctly attractive properties inter se, so that the sides of each cell will become drawn out towards a closely neighbouring cell, and such cells, eventually moving towards each other and coming actually into contact become pressed and flattened up against one another. This phenomenon Rovx termed cytotropism, which he has since changed to cytotaxis, a term also adopted more recently by PRZIB~AM. If this alleged attraction is a reality --and if it is a universal law, then the discovery of this fact must be regarded as one of great importance and of far-reaching consequence. Indeed this property has already been recognised and called upon as an explanation of certain developmental phenomena as for instance by HJALMAR TrI~EL (25) who observed that apparent attractions and repulsions occur among the blastomeres of the segmenting egg, Echinocyamus pusillus.
ZuR ST~ASSES (28) especially, has cndeavourcd to apply the principle of chemotaxis and cytotaxis to the formation of simple epithelia in general and the blastula epithelium of the developing egg of Ascaris is particular.
He suggests that a simple, single-layered epithelium of cubical or columnar cells, supported by a sub-lying tissue or membrane, may be the result of a chemotactic attraction between the basement membrane and the several cells producing a result such as would be produced by placing a pile of shot on a table and then shaking until the shot all settled down into a uniform unilaminar layer.
For the production of more complicated cases he supposes a much more complicated series of attraction zones, so that one part of a cell attracts its neighbour more strongly than the next part --the parts beyond again still more strongly and so on, and so accounts for the curves seen in various ,,free~ epithelia.
When I originally came to believe in the phenomenon now known as cytotropism or cytotaxis (though perhaps cytokinesis would be a still more appropriate term) some years ago I arrived at it as the result of experiments made with a view to determine the cause of invagination such as occurs during the process of gastrfilation in
Amphioxus.
The mechanics of the invagination process as seen in Amphioxus during gastrulation have been often discussed, e. g., HATSCHEK, GOETTE, ZUR STRASSEN, RHUMBLER etc. RHUMBLER (20) in his recent analysis of the factors involved in the process of gastrulation by invagination distinguishes between the factors which increase invagination when once initiated and those which are the actual cause of it. In his model made of flexible steel rings he perceived that there would have to be an actual force which acts as for instance one's finger acts in producing an invagina-tion in an indiarubber ball, either a pushing from without or a pulling from within which initiates the invagination. Once started, then lateral pressure caused by the multiplication of cell units will increase it: but without forces other than those which he supposes to exist, lateral pressure cannot initiate invagination.
It has been suggested that invagination of a gastrula such as that of Amphioxus may be brought about by the absorption of the fluid within the blastocoel, causing the collapse of one side. HAT-SCIIEK suggested this as a possible cause in Amphioxus; but apart from the unlikelihood of the thicker side being the invaginated side as is actually the case in Amphioxus, if this were the cause, it has been completely put out of question by the fact noted by MOnGAN and HAZEN that invagination will occur when a small aperture exists in the blastula wall. RHUMBLER like GOETTE points out that the shape assumed by cells forming the wall of a blastula is conical, with the smaller end pointing inwards, but that the cells of the invaginated side of a gastrula are conical with the smaller ends pointing towards the original outside, and RItUMBLER Suggests that a change in shape of the cell has been the cause of the invagination. Surely this is confusion of effect and cause. The living ,cell in an undifferentiated state is an almost perfectly fluid body and the rectangular or hexagonal shape assumed in early undifferentiated tissues is much more easily to be explained as the result of environmental pressure than due to its own intrinsic properties. And does not a cell isolated from blastula or gastrula tend to assume a spherical form?
He argues, however, that the change in shape is due to the absorption of fluid by the inner portions of the cells causing thereby a bulging of their inner surfaces. This occurring in many or most of the cells of one part would produce the change in shape, and together with the lateral pressure due to multiplication of the ectoderm units would bring about invagination.
PRZIBRA)[ commenting on this and other suggestions offered concludes ,,Blastulation and gastrulation depend on chemotactic effects started by processes of assimilation, which not only cause passive mechanical displacements, but also active migrations of cells% p. 47.
But besides the objection raised above that the conical shape of the cells would seem to be more the effect than the cause, and the subsequent change of shape during invagination likewise an effect rather than a cause, it is very doubtful whether, if the change in Archly f. Entwicklungsmochanik. XXIX. 4 assimilation and surface tensions suggested do occur, they could produce a swelling" of the inner part of the cell and corresponding reduction of the outer, because we know that the cell when isolated tends to assume a spherical form; that is to say cells do not retain a conical shape after the mutual pressure has been removed, shewing that they have no intrinsic tendency to be conical iv. HERBST'S (10) figures~, and so can hardly be so prone to become conical in the ohverse direction as to be able to exert the pressure necessary to convert a blastula into a gastrula. In my original experiments on the process of gastrulation in
Ampldoxus, I experimented with indiarubber balls, which were supposed to represent isolated cells, and which like cells, when pressed together become flattened. In most respects an indiarubber ball behaves as an isolated blastomere does when at rest. I tried by various means representing increase in number illustrating', that is to say, more rapid growth at various places, or by variation in the size or shape of ball, to reproduce gastrulation such as occurs in a typical way in Amphio~'us, but by no means could I do this until I used indiarubber cord applied so as to represent a mutual attraction between cell and cell. By means of a circle of indiarubber balls strung together by indiarubber cord I could reproduce exactly the process of conversion of a blastula into a gastrula or to be more accurate, the conversion of a circle into a double crescent, one part of the circle becoming ,~invaginated,, into the other.
The necessary conditions are: (I.) that the balls shall be sufficiently numerous to cause tension in the elastic cord --the balls themselves then becoming flattened against each other, the free inner and outer surfaces remaining convex.
(I[.) The cord must pass nearer to the outward surfaces ,f a certain number of the balls along .ne part of the circle than elsewhere. That is to say, if the cord pass through the centre of the balls for two-thirds of the circle, and pass, say half way between the centre and the outer surfaces of the balls forming the remaining third, then that remaining third will be invaginated, if the third and last condition is fulfilled, namely, (III.) The whole circle is sufficiently large; because the invagination process can be inhibited if the circle is so small that the pressure between the neighbouring balls at the point of contact is greater than the attractive force between the attractive eentres of ball and ball (which ex hypothesi are eccentric to the whole mass of the ball ~ver a certain small area of the sphere or arc of the circle) no invagination will take place. But increase the number of balls in that case then the invagination may occur. The accompanying diagrams shew how this must be so.
Diagram representing a circle of spheres in which the relative position of the centres of attractions (b} to the ccntres of the mass (gl necessary to cause invagination of one part of the circle within the other part are shown. of the spheres forming the upper part of the diagram, and nearer to the outer margin in the spheres forming the lower part of the diagram. Under these circumstances the ibrm taken by the ring of spheres would not be a circle, but one side --the lower side would be invaginated within the upper --provided that the attractive force between cell and cell (contiguous cellsl is strong enough. Fig. 2 illustrates in detail the action of the forces exerted between cell and cell of the lower part of the diagram.
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Parallelogram of forces concerned in the invagination of a circle of spheres such as shown in Fig. 1 .
Instead of taking the whole lower part into consideration, I have taken only three spheres~ in the middle one of which (Y) the centre of attraction (A) is shewn to be near to the outer margin of the circle while in the two side ones X and Z it is coincident with the centre of the spheres at B and C. But if the tissues are only imperfectly compressible there will then be a counteracting force exerted on Y by its neighbours at the points of contact, tending to prevent the movement of Y towards D. The strength of this counteracting force will depend inter alia on the position of these points of contact. The nearer they are to the point D, the greater will be their influence, the further removed from D, the less will be their influence and the less will be the tendency to prevent the movement of Y towards B.. :Now clearly with a sphere (or ring of balls as in the diagram) any enlargement of the sphere (or ring) will move the points of contact further from D: and diminish the counteracting force due to physical pressure and therefore favour the movement of Y towards D. Thus the invagination of the lower pole of the diagram depends upon 1) the presence of an attractive force acting between sphere and sphere, 2)the difference, relative to the centre of the mass, of the position of the centre from which the force acts in thc upper and lower parts of the ring.
3) The relative strengths of the supposed inter-spheric attractions and the counteracting physical pressure at the points of contact of sphere and sphere.
Let us see to what extent it is possible to find these conditions in the developing blastula and gastrula in a typical case of invagination such as we get during the gastrulation of Amphioxus. In the first place we must regard the phenomenon of inter cellular attraction as an established fact, and believe that an attraction exists between cell and cell as an attribute of a living cell, as much as gravity is an attribute of all matter.
Like gravity we must consider that it can be described as acting from a centre. Just as there is a centre of gravity for every mass, and just as the centre of gravity may be not the actual centre of the mass, so there must always be a an attraction centre in a cell, and this attraction centre need not correspond to the actual centre of the cell mass, nor its centre of gravity. Thus in a bird's ovum for instance, which we may consider to be a sphere, the centre of gravity is certainly below the actual centre of the sphere (i. e., nearer the ~vegetative~ pole) while its attraction centre will probably be very much above the actual centre of the sphere.
Given these conditions, then the mechanics of the rubber ball model may be reproduced by the living blastula and gastrula.
The next question to be considered is, can we locate the attraction centre?
There can be little doubt that if it exists, it is coincident with either the nucleus [HERTWIG'S law ~The nucleus tends to take up a position in the centre of its sphere of influence, i. e., of the protoplasmic mass in which it lies~, PRzmaA,~I (18) p. 23], or more prob-ably still, the centrosome of the resting cell. The centrosome is, however, not always easy to see and at any rate it is not often drawn in figures of sections of developing embryos, but the nucleus is usually given, and as the nucleus is never far removed from the centrosome we may for the purpose of the argument take the centre of the nucleus as indicating approximately or perhaps actually the position of the centre of the attractive force. When I first endeavoured to work this out, the only figures available were those of KOWALEWSKI and HATSCHEK, and those of I-IATSCIIEK were regarded as authoritative, blow unfortunately for my hypothesis the position shewn by HATSCHEK for the nuclei did not support in any way the contention that the supposed attraction centre of the invaginating cells was more towards the outer surface than the inner surface as was necessary to fulfil the required conditions. On the contrary just the opposite was shewn, e. g., v. HATSCHEK, Fig. 21 , though not in all, e. g., Fig. 20, 2b .
But although HATSCHEK'S figures are unsurpassed for clearness and general accuracy, yet as regards the position of nuclei, and of cell walls and in some other respects, they must be regarded as diagrammatic, as recent work on Amphioxus has shewn.
During the last fifteen years sections of the gastrulating Amphioxus have been drawn by several authors which are probably more accurate in this respect, because they agree with one another, though disagreeing with HATSCHEK. They all agree in shewing the nuclei of the cells about to invaginate and the invaginating cells as lying close up to the outer surface of the cells, and what is more to-the point in most cases distinctly more eccentric than the nuclei of the cells which do not participate in the actual invagination. I allude to the drawings of SOBOTTA (24) a centre, the ,centre,, must be the ccntle of the living substance, and if the protoplasm is vacuolated through part of its mass by dead material, for instance, food yolk, then the centre will be driven away from the yolk mass just as the centre of gravity is driven away from the centre of a mass by vacuolation such as one may get in part of a lump of slag. Further it must be supposed that the divisions of the blastomeres take place in such a way that the more yolk-laden parts of the cells are directed inwards, and that therefore the disproportion between the segments set up by the first horizontal furrow, that is to say at the third generation of blastomeres, is retained till the end of segmentation.
The material whiell vacuolates the protoplasm and causes the eccentricity of the centre of attraction in the case of Amphioxus is no doubt the food yolk, small though the amount of it may be. It is clear that on the above hypothesis the distribution and quantity of yolk relative to the upper and lower poles, is an all important factor in the process of invagination of the blastula, and anything which would interfere with the normal distribution of yolk would probably render the invagination imperfect or impossible. This is very prettily shown by W~LSO~'S experiments on the blastomeres of Amphioxus. WrLSOS (26) found that by shaking apart the blastomeres formed by the first cleavage furrow, each separated Diagrams illustrating how a mass of inert mate~-ial within aa ovum causing eccentricity of the centre of attraction may be divided in the vertical plane without disturbing the original proportion of its distribution between upper and lower segments of the segmented ovum, but how a horizontal plane of division upsets this arrangement.
blastomere developed normally and became a perfect blastula, gastrula, and metameric embryo, but half the size of a normal one. So also each of the first four segments became perfect gastrulae and free swimming embryos. ~ow in both these cases the plane of division is vertical and median and divides the egg in such a way that the relative distribution of the protoplasm and yolk between upper and lower poles is undisturbed. But a very different result was obtained by the segments of the eight cell stage. In this case the eight ceils are derived from the four cells by an equatorial or horizontal division, which entirely upsets the proportion of yolk to protoplasm. Each of these eight segments isolated by WILSON continued to divide, but since their composition was utterly unlike the composition of the whole ovum of A~phioxus, each became an embryo unlike an Amphioxus embryo, and although a few became blastulae not one ever became a gastrula. WrLSON says: ~None of the I/s embryos, as I believe, are capable of full development. I have isolated a considerable number of the 1/s blastomeres, and of the later embryos of the various types, fi. e.~ ,a) perfectly fiat plates of cells, b) more or less curved plates and c) blastulas one-eighth the normal size, either closed or with a pore at one side'l and have observed hundreds of all stages without once obtaining a gastrula.~< MORGAN (6) a few years later repeated these experiments and he gives on the whole a similar, but not so dogmatic an account as WILSO~'S. Thus he says some of the 1/4 blastomeres fail to gastrulate while a few of the l/s blastomeres form blastulae which )~partially gastrulater ~,Many of the 1/s blastomeres develop into hollow, swimming blastulae, which swim around for several hours after the normal blastula has gastrulated. Some of these blastulae flatten at one pole as though about to gastrulate, but do not seem to be able to develop further.~
The shaking of the eggs however seems to cause abnormalities even in the whole ova.
I think we may safely conclude that whereas the rule is that 1/2 and 1/4 blastomeres develop as the whole ovum normally does, the I/s blastomeres will not invaginate. Again~ WILSO~ did find some very small gastrulae ~even less than l/s the normal size~, but he says ,these gastrulas however did not arise from 8 celled stages but from 2-and 4-celled, and I can only explain their origin by supposing either that the ~/4 or ~/~ blastomeres underwent preliminary fission before beginning their progressive development, or that they were mechanically broken into smaller fragments by the operation of shaking as often happens in the case of entire undivided ovar Thus a gastrula 1/s or 1/16 normal size may be obtained, but these are derived from 1/'2 half embryos or 1/4 half embryos, in all of which cases the reduction is due to vertical partitions which do not disturb the porportions of upper and lower poles as a horizontal partition does. On the hypothesis which I suggest these observations receive a perfectly comprehensible explanation.
Granted that there is such a form of energy we must inquire whether the attractive property is constant or whether only temporary or whether varying in intensity. For instance, it might be more intense after the complete formation of each cell or blastomere, and gradually diminish with the age of the cell, while passing gradually into the bipolar state to become again more evident as an attractive force after the recurrence of cell division.
Anyone who is familiar with the fresh segmenting ova of mammals will remember how when first found --presumably while still alive --the segments appear pressed together so that the sides in contact
A. Ovum of rabbit 2 segment stage after removal from the fallopian tube and examination in aqueous* humour (rabbit) at the ordinary *oom temperature. Drawn with camera lucida. B. The same under the same conditions 45 minutes later. The segments are more spherical. C. Th~ same after anoth(,r 35 minutes during which the heat of the stage had been raised approximately to blood heat. The segments had regained their oval conditi,n and more closely pressed together though internally there was a distinction between an inner granular and outer clearer part not noticeable in the egg when first seen in the fallopian tube. The polar bodies showed *amoeboid movements~,. D. The same two hours later during which time the high temperature had been maintained. The outer clearer ectoplasm has diminished in extent. /~'. The same three hours twenty minutes later ; the general appearance is now quite normal. F The same some twelve hours later during which time the temperature had sunk to that of the room.
with other cells are flattened, but that after a time, when presumably the cells have died, this flattening against one another disappears, each segment at any rate in the 2-and 4-celled stages becomes spherical instead of oval and touches its neighbouring segments at points only. Fig. 5 shews the 2-segment stage of a rabbit. Each segment is flattened against the other, but this is not due to insufficiency of space within the zona radiata because the cells do not touch the zona on all sides --and I do not see how it can be explained by reference to capillarity or surface tension or cements, because such causes ought to have the same effect after death as before. It may be objected that the change h'om the oval closely pressed together condition is due to a lower temperature bringing about a solidification or change in consistency of the fluids of the cells of a hot blooded animal. I am not clear how far this is due to loss of heat or how far it is due to loss of vitality. By use of a hot stage I have seen the spherical segments regain their oval and mutually compressed condition. But I have not as yet succeeded in observing the division of a segment so cannot say whether the change is due to physical condition change, or to a re-attainment of vitality.
PRZmRA~I (18) p. 32, writing of the significance of the processes of cell division, refers to the analogy between the mitotic and certain other figures thus. ,The mitotic forms have often been compared (FOL, ZIEGLER, GALLARD 0) to lines of force in an electric or magnetic field, but this has not furnished any deeper analogy; in contrast to the electric and magnetic figures with dissimilar poles we are dealing in the case of mitosis with similar poles; this may be recognised from the migration of the chromosomes in opposite directions, and still more clearly from the association of several poles to form figures which do not in any way disturb the spindle and aster figures. The crossing of the rays has been urged as an objection to this comparison. ,, PRZmRA~ clearly favours a solution of the problem along the line of differential hydrostatic states, the accumulation and withdrawal of water from various parts of the alveolar protoplasm and suggests (p. 35) as ~,a provisional solution of the difficult problem of mitotic cell division,~ the following statement: ~)The common cause of the mitotic phenomena lies in a localised secretion (,condensation ~) of a more liquid substance, the Enchylcmma, and in the transformation, caused by the redistribution of the liquid, of a monoeentric system of surface tension into a dicentrie system., PRZmRAM does not allude to the paper by MARCUS HARTOG in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1905, u LXXVI, where that author meets at any rate some of the objections alluded to above, such as the anastomosing and crossing of the rays, which he finds actually were reproduced in his magnetic model. HARTOG also obtained, though "not very perfectly, triaster and tctraster conditions, although working with unlike poles of the magnet and a ~third of zero sign --in the models the core of a magnet without a coil~.
Still, these experiments, although they tend to make the analogy between this force of the dividing cells !termed ,Karyokinetic force~, or ~mito-kinetism~ (HARTOO)! closer, leave the analogy an analogy only, indicating that the effect upon cell material is in its action from a centre similar to that of a force like magnetism or electricity on substances variably permeable to those forces acting in a field from a centre.
Whatever the nature of the force may be, if it act under those conditions from a centre, analogous effects may be produced quite apart from any exact or near similarity existing between the supposed forces.
The explanation of invagination during gastrulation in Amphioxus is put forward as a little further evidence in favour of the existence of some force which acts like gravitation or magnetism or statical eleetricity, can be described as acting from a centre, but which is probably of a different nature and with different laws, and is an attribute of living matter alone.
For it has been made clear, I hope, that Amphioxus in its process of gastrulation fulfils all the conditions required by the model of indiarubber balls, provided it can be conceded that 1) there is an attractive force between cell and cell, ~acting from a centre,; 2) that the nucleus approximately indicates the position of the centre from which this force may be described as acting; 3) invagination can only take place after a certain size relative to the size of the unsegmented ovum~ the distribution of yolk, and degree of force of attraction has been attained by the blastula.
By reason of the original structure of the ovum the centres of attraction take up their required position whereby invagination must ultimately occur. So long as the essential structure is not interfered with, the ovum may be subdivided without destroying the power to invaginate.
A gastrula I/I 6 the normal size may be obtained so long as the subdivision of the ovum has been always by a vertical plane. But the gastrula stage is not reached if the division has been made horizontally.
This fact receives satisfactory explanation on the hypothesis enunciated above.
The attraction of daughter cells immediately following separation is of course very marvellous; because whatever may be the details and however complicated may be the mechanism of cell division, yet the process of cell division reduced to its simplest expression must imply the origin of bipolarity or a bicentred condition involving an antagonism or repulsion between two centres within a body which at one time had been single centred. That is to say, the incipient daughter nuclei (and eentrosome of course) while still forming parts of their disappearing parent seem to repel one another, and yet immediately on separation (which separation is by no means always nor even perhaps ever immediately absolute) appear to attract one another strongly. But such a state of things is not unknown in other analogous phenomena in which attraction and repulsion form the visible effects of the internal force. In a bar magnet there are strong force ,,centres(~ at the two poles, while midway between the poles there is but little attractive force. Break the magnet and immediately strong attraction centres occur near the point where before there was none or but little, even if the broken ends are in loose contact. I do not mean to compare the supposed form of energy in any way with magnetism except by analogy; for magnetism is always bipolar while the form of energy under consideration appears to be automatically unipolar and bipolar alternately.
Part II.
If the account given here of the gastrulation of Amphio.~'us is correct, it will be realised that the formation of the gut cavity and the definitive ectoderm and endoderm at any rate of the anterior part of the future animal is the direct result of and indeed part of segmentation. The product is on the whole a radially symmetrical animal. It is what I called in earlier papers on the rabbit (18942, 4) the result of the primary centre of growth (and later by paraphrase protogenesis, 1905), and is to be sharply distinguished from growth in length which by the origin of a secondary growth-centre system (deuterogcnesis) round the lips of the blastopore converts the radially symmetrical organism into a bilaterally symmetrical one by adding on a metamerically segmented trunk and tail. In a similar way I attempted in a paper, 1894, to shew that the archenteron and definitive ectoderm and endoderm are formed as a direct result of protogenesis in the Amphibian.
The whole process of formation of the gastrula with its archenteron is regarded as being the simple working of the driving power, so to speak, of this supposed form of energy guided by the extrinsic factors, in this case chiefly food yolk granules which are distributed in larger or smaller grains in greater or lesser quantities within the meshes of the living protoplasm in the different regions of the egg.
In the paper alluded to before, 94~, I have attempted to shew how the process may work in an Amphibian egg, but a mathematical demonstration alone would prove or disprove its correctness.
In the developing egg of Ra,na temporaria we see a gradual conversion of large segments into small segments, there being always a rather sudden transition from the smaller, usually darker cells, into the larger, usually less pigmented cells, which not very well defined transition area forms what we might call a differentiation zone gradually passing fl'om the upper towards the lower pole. There is no migration of cells, it is merely a wave like progression of a zone oi differentiation. After passing the equator one arc of the zone instead of progressing over the surface dips inwards, giving rise to a deep groove and then a cleft --the first sign of the blastopore.
A section taken vertically through the egg and this groove shews the same rather sudden mergence of the smaller dark cells into the larger light cells at the bottom of this groove just as it appears on the surface at the opposite side of the zone.
The part of the zone still on the sm'face sweeps on but adjoining the spot where the groove is, more and more of it turns inwards until at last the whole zone of mergence disappears from the surface but may be tbund beneath, where it is probably still extending and giving rise by differentiation to gut lining cells and causing a cavity by a split, which widens later into the true Arehenteron. This departure inwards --which does not involve any movement of cells --is shewn in the accompanying figure (Fig. 6) , and constitutes protogenesis, or as I called it in the paper alluded to, the result of the primary centre of cell activity. The process is somewhat masked by another phenomenon, the growth backwards of the rim of the blastopore B1 as soon as and wherever formed, which ultimately produces the growth in length of the animal, and metamerieally segmented region, i. e. deuterogenesis (v. arrow in drawing). The ventral part dies out as an active proliferation area very soon, and the dorsal part continues and gives rise to the tail. Could not the mathematician tell us exactly, given a force such as postulated, what the distribution of the inert or impermeable material must be to produce this form? The problem is necessarily further complicated by the interaction of the numerous force centres, though probably this effect is less where yolk is abundant than where absent. 
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the zone s~ill later, it is now about to leave the smface at all point~ and to complete the ventral lip of the blastopore. The split caused by its ingression below the surface becomes archonteron --as soon as the sides of the cleft separate. The >>lips~ formed by the ingression, become ipso facto the secondary growth centre, because, whereas before the turning in, any increase in bulk of the superficial layer (i. e. the blastula wall) leads to mere increase in the size of the radially symetrical form, after the ingression any increase in size must on account of the folding or doubling of the superficial layer on its self bring about a conversion of the radial to the cylindrical form and thus initiate growth in length (deuterogenesis). This must be true of all gastrah~'.
Some deny the occurrence of any form of invagination in Rana. With them I would agree, except in so far as the withdrawal of the yolk plug inwards from the blastopore (Anus of RuscoNi) to form the gut floor at a later period may be called an invagination. The cases of the Urodela and the Cyelostomata appear to be rather different. Here it looks as though there were at a rather earlier period a distinct inrolling of the lower pole to form the ventral wall of the archenteron --really very much like the withdrawal of the yolk plug just mentioned. Could not the mathematician decide whether this can be or must of mechanical necessity be so? Could not the mathematician decide whether, on the hypothesis of universal cell attraction put forward above, the combined effect of attraction between cell and cell could account for the alleged inrolling of the yolk mass in certain cases?
To return for a moment to the differentiation zone alluded to in the last paragraph but one.
After this has disappeared from the surface, that is to say, after the complete formation on the surface of the circular blastopore or Anus of Rusco~, what is the subsequent history of this differentiation zone? Does the differentiation cease? Or does it continue till it dies out by coalescence of all parts of the zone, during which time a complete layer is differentiated as gut epithelium? That it continues tbr a while, causing a split as suggested in my paper, '94, I am confident, but it is a moot point whether it is not in some cases brought to an end by the confluence of the split produced thereby with the original segmentation cavity as maintained by HERTWm, etc.
BRACHE'r's careful work on Siredon and Rana te~poraria makes it probable that confluence is the rule in the former as it seems to be in the Gymnophiona (BRAUER) and may or may not occur in the latter. But in either case the true archenteron is of protogenetic origin and is the immediate result of the simple working of forces above postulated, guided by extrinsic factors. Probably this could be demonstrated mathematically.
So also in Amphiox~s the gut cavity is brought into being by no other means than the working of the same universal force but guided by differently arranged extrinsic factors (chiefly yolk), and by the interaction of the differently arranged intrinsic factors --the individual systems of the supposed form of energy.
There is no mysterious determinant, id or engram which in the one case causes the gut cavity to be formed by splitting, in the other by invagination, in a third case, e. g., mammal, by infiltration of fluid combined with splitting.
The relationship of the special area of cell activity, which in the vertebrate embryo gives rise to the growth in length (deatero-genesis), to the primary area (protogenesis) again most probably is capable of almost exact elucidation by mathematical means. In my papers (941, 94:) on the rabbit there will be found figures in which this relationship is roughly indicated, but they lack conviction, because, if for no other reason, they lack mathematical proof.
There is certainly no mammal, probably no animal, better suited ibr the study of this particular point than the rabbit, because the rabbit embryo develops from the first to the eighth day entirely free from the influence of the uterus, and is almost devoid of yolk, so that we are there dealing almost exclusively with the living matter and its properties. The zona radiata is in this case an important extrinsic factor, but this is wholly outside the living embryo.
If we get the relationship of the deuterogenetic to the protogenetic part of the organism clearly and mathematically defined, should we have an explanation of the origin of the former? Or should we have to fall back upon some supposed determinant, id or engram ?
The research might give it by shewing how it is in reality present from the first, though not apparent in the earlier stages (e. g., in rabbit 1--5 days though obvious during 7th day). If so, then there is no need for a special id or other determinant which induces at the right moment the growth in length.
A little reflection makes one realise that, with reference to those animals in which an archenteron is produced by invagination or by a process such as that characteristic of the Anura whereby a blastopore and ,blastopore lipsr are formed, deuterogencsis is initiated by the very fact of gastrulation, so that in those cases one can speak of deuterogenesis being the direct and inevitable consequence of the general structure of the unsegmented egg. It depends upon the doubling of the expanding area upon itself.
This may be recognised more clearly by a glance at the diagram, Fig. 7 .
Let A represent a section of a sphere composed of living cells, which are actively dividing. The divisions occur only, or at any rate chiefly in the radial plane and, we will imagine, with equal rapidity at all points. If this occurs in conjunction with the growth of the divided cells to their ,normal, size, the result must be general increase in the size of the ring, or sphere, of which the ring is supposed to be a section. The radial symmetry is in no wise necessarily disturbed. For, given any point therein, the net result of growth must be expansion in all directions from that point as indicated by the arrows. For simplicity I represent three such areas of expansion by the three pairs of arrows. Now let it be supposed that the original arrangement of the forces involved be such that when a certain size has been attained (as in the description of the invaginating gastrula of Amphioxus discussed in the earlier part of U. An embryo after growth in length has begun, the eff,'ct of which is indicated by the dotted lines. Theoretically closure of the blastopores should precede accumulation. Actually the two processes so on together as in the diagram this essay) invagination must occur, then as a result, the proliferating" areas are doubled upon themselves, Fig. B , and at the point of doubling the resultant effect must be a radial accumulation of cells and the consequent destruction of the radial symmetry, and origin of growth in length (accompanied by at any rate partial closure of the blastopore), which will be continued so long as the margins of folding retain their power of production of undifferentiated cells. This is shewn to be'so in the diagram by the direction of growth which before invagination has a counterbalancing effect and so the status" quo or radial symmetry is retained, but, as soon as an antagonism is converted into a co-operation and the balance is upset, the blastopore must tend to close and on the accumulation of radially arranged material growth ill length ensues. That is to say deuterogenesis is as inevitab].e a consequence of the doubling of the proliferating area as the doubling is on my hypothesis an inevitable result of the original general structure of the egg" and requires no special determinant to call it into being.
[ confess that with regard to the origin of the deuterogenetic centre in Amniota it is not so simple a matter. In Amniota, as I believe, there is no true blastopore. In a rabbit for instance the deuterogenetic centre seems to arise >~of its own accord,. For the moment the problem must remain unsolved, but further observation and reflection may shew it to be as inevitably a consequence of what has gone before, as it is in the case of gastrulas with typical blastopore.
Clearly this explanation of the ~)rigin of the deuterogenetic centre, 9 is, if correct, applicable to all gastrulae formed by invagination, or indeed, all that have a distinct blastoporic lip. If an organism retains a radial symmetry after gastrulation, it must do so by the dying out of the deuterog'enetic centre of cell proliferation. By a retention of one part, and suppression of another different types of bilaterally symmetrical forms will be attained. It is characteristic of tile chordata (excepting probably the Enteropneusts) that the ventral part of the deuterogenetie centre dies out early, so that growth in length in that phylum is chiefly attributable to the dorsal part of the original blastopore lip. This dorsal part is the part of the lip, which is earliest formed in Amphibians, and as it begins its growth at once, before the whole Arehenteron is completed, the correct understanding of the process has been a matter of some difficulty, and has been arrived at only after much research and not a little controversy.
No doubt the denial of ids and engrams during development only puts back the difficulty to tim previous generation, to the building up of the germ cells. But there is this difference. The potter turns out jar after jar exactly alike not because the clay contains an id or engram that causes the special turn of the lip or width of neck to appear at the right time, but because the mould is the same in each case.
The development of the individual is the building up of the 5* mould which forms the next generation, i. e., the germ cells, which in most cases is all that is concerned, but in mammals at any rate the moulding is continued to a much 1.tter period of the succeeding generation's span of existence. The attraction and repulsion observed between cell and cell are certain of the manifestations of this supposed form of energy --but probably not by any means all; just as attraction and repulsion are manifestations of electrical energy under certain conditions, but are not by any means the only manifestations. In nerve impulses we may for instance really be experiencing manifestations in another way of the same form of energy which under other conditions produces the attractions and repulsions and the figures of strain in the dividing cells, and the actual cell division.
HERBST made the remarkable observation that the segments of developing Echinus eggs and others when allowed to develop in sea water which has been deprived of calcium salts separate from one another, instead of adhering; and that although they live so long as to develop cilia as in a fully formed blastula, nevertheless they do not form a completely closed vesicle. This observation perhaps tends to shew how important this attraction property is for the normal development of embryos. The fact that under these peculiar conditions the living blastomere does not shew attractive properties does not necessarily upset the hypothesis that attraction is a general truth, any more than the fact that although a glass vesicle sinks in ordinary water, yet, if a certain percentage of some salt be added to the water it exhibits repulsion rather than attraction to the centre of the earth: upsets the universality of the force of gravitation. In the latter case a better knowledge of the laws of gravitation enables one to understand the ,abnormality,, whereas the abnormal behaviour of segments developing in sea water without calcium salt remains for the present a mystery. It has been suggested in this particular case that the action of the calcium salt is to help in the formation of a cementing material which in its absence is not formed. This however seems to me hardly a sufficient explanation, for the presence of a cement would not of itself account for the flattening of the segments against one another, nor for the fact that on adding again the necessary calcium, adherence follows.
The idea of entelcehy developed by DRIESCtI in his Gifford Lecture is of the most intense interest; but it must be allowed that the conception is almost mystical. Now, although thedevelopment of the egg up to the formation of the archenteron is, as compared with the later stage:, of ontogeny or still more as compared with regenerative processes, almost infinitely simple, yet nevertheless it involves stages of the greatest importance, namely establishment of the gut cavity, and differentiation of the tissue into the groundwork of the ectodermal, and endodermal tissues, that is to say, the formation of layers whose subsequent fate can be foretold.
If entelechy is the ruling influence of life, ought it not to be the ruling influence in such a process as the gastrulation of the Amphioxws. by invagination of a blastula? If it can be shewn that this process is explicable by a general application of a simple force in combination with other well-known factors the probability of which is claimed to have been shewn in the foregoing pages and elsewhere not only in Amphioxus, but in Lepus and Ran G may we not doubt whether, if it were possible to analyse the almost infinitely more complex processes of later development, we should find so mystical an explanation as entelechy necessary? In other words, may not this simple force be the sole factor in the development of organisms which is to be regarded as ~vitalistic% that is to say peculiar to living matter --exhibiting the essential character which distinguishes living from non-living substances.
For by this supposed form of energy, I do not mean a mysterious metaphysical influence, but a form of energy comparable to gravity~ electricity, or magnetism --in some respects similar to these but in other respects differing from each, and a form which could be investigated by the ordinary methods of mensuration and computation available to the mathematician.
Professor BATESON, who was so good as to read the foregoing pages, pointed out to me (among other kind and valuable criticisms, tbr which I desire to express my thanks) with reference to the hypothesis of an intercellular attraction as a possible cause of invagination, that, given the fact that the pull between cell and cell is eccentric at one part of a ring~ or over one area of a hollow sphere, invagination would occur if the mutual pull were due to a contraction of protoplasm just as much as it would on the hypothesis of intercellular attraction.
No doubt that is so; and it must be admitted that whereas contractility is reeognised as an attribute of protoplasm, the attraction between cell and cell as indicative of a special vitalistic property is ,not proven,.
If contraction is the cause of invagination it is necessary to assume either: a) that there is an early differentiation into contractile tissue for the special purpose of causing gastrulation by invagination, or b) that there is a relationship between more contractile and less contractile protoplasm so its to exert a greater pull eccentrically over a certain area as regards the cellular units corresponding in effect to the result of the forces postulated by the attraction hypothesis.
It must be admitted, that there is nothing visibly present which suggests a differentiation into more and less contractile protoplasm.
The contraction hypothesis necessitates a cement, or other firm means of attachment between cell and cell, or the units would be pulled asunder. So far as I know invagination to form a gastrula is never spasmodic. There are never any perceptible contractile movements. On the other hand the attraction hypothesis requires no special teleological developments but presupposes a constant and universal principle which guided by other factors, in this case largely inanimate, leads inevitably under normal conditions to a certain definite result.
With a view to determining the nature of the alleged attractions between cell and cell such as have been stated to occur between the isolated blastomercs of gastrulating frogs' eggs, I repeated some of Roux's experiments by isolating the blastomeres of Rana temporaria and Bulb vulgarly" and observing any changes in position or shape which take place when such cells arc floating in ordinary water, or in a mixture of salt solution and albumen as used by Roux. On tile whole I found the attraction to be less noticeable than I had expected.
In many cases, that is to say between many pairs of cells which were closely situated to each other, there was no movement at all. This Roux also found. But on the other hand certain cells originally a short distance apart from one another --perhaps half a cell diameter --certainly approached one another and came actually in contact; but I did not see any that became pressed together so as to be flattened, indicating any considerable strength of attraction force.
I experimented on frogs' eggs which were laid on the 27th March, and on toad's eggs a fortnight or so later in April.
They had been some time in dishes on my balcony, and were in the gastrulating stage, the lower lip of the blastopore was just about to form. I broke the eggs and gently teased the cells apart, some in the water in which they were and some in a mixture of 1/2 percent salt solution and filtered white of egg after Roux's instructions.
With the former I was much more successful in observing attraction movements, with the latter I was more successful in seeing pseudopodial movements.
After treatment of an egg as described a large number of the cells are isolated, though many pieces of gastrula wall remain unteased.
Many also are broken; but floating among the d6bris are hundreds of isolated cells as well as pairs and aggregates of three and more. Many of the cells are quite spherical as soon as one gets the preparation under observation. Other cells are oblong, or compressed in some way or other, and are seen to assume slowly a more and more spherical condition.
Some of the pairs are so that the individuals touch one another at a point only, others are flattened against one another. The latter are probably cells in the act of division.
I have seen is(dated cells which are quite close to one another come in contact, but I have not seen them flatten up against each other.
Isolated cells which arc farther apart sometimes shew less rapid and less regular attraction movements. For instance: there were two cells separated from each other by 6~5 divisions of the micrometre. The one on the left, the larger of the two, moved only slightly; the one on the right, the smaller, moved considerably, so that eventually they were only 2,0 divisions apart. The movements were of two kinds, slow sliding movement and sharp jerks.
But many of such movements, obviously, need have nothing to do with attraction and are amoeboid.
There are undoubted changes of shape in the isolated cells. The first tendency on separation is towards the assumption of a spherical form. This is followed by more or less marked changes in shape, sometimes so great as to amount to the protrusion of pseudopodia. So that it is probable that the slower and less certain movements are due to amoeboid activity, and the approximation of two cells may be fortuitous. And if the protrusion of pseudopodia is evidence of the contractility of some part of the cytoplasm of the cell, then clearly the cells must at this time be capable of contractile movements, which if applied in a particular way would bring about the invagination of the blastula as Professor BATESO.~" suggests. Fig. 8 , two isolated blastomeres from a toad's egg in the gastrulating stage are shewn as they appeared at intervals between 5,30 p. m. and 7,30 p. m. April 15. In this case the slight reduction in the distance between the two cells must ahnost certainly have been due to the amoeboid movements exhibited by each, and in respect of one, these movements were so great as to result in well marked pseudopodia.
Thus in
In Fig. 9 , which is a series of drawings of three isolated cells from gastrulating toads ~ egg similar amoeboid changes are seen and a slight approximation between two of the cells, a and b, has been effected. bTow these changes in shape of the isolated cell indicate in all probability contractility, at least that is one explanation of amoeboid movement~ and so show that the power to exert a pull by contraction is not out of the question.
On the other hand there are movements, seen especially when the preparation is first made, which cannot be ascribed to any form of amoeboid activity~ and as far as I can see not open to explanation by contractility.
Again, it may be that the attraction between cell and cell is greater immediately after division than at a later period. One reason attraction or to a intracellular contraction (if not to some other cause altogether) the geometrical relationship of the nuclei considered in either connection is a matter of some interest.
While strongly inclined to adhere to the attraction hypothesis because it is simpler and more fundamental in its application I fully admit the force of Professor BATESON'S criticism.
I admit quite fi'ankly that I am advocating a vitalistic explanation for the prime biological phenomenon, namely cell division. By this I mean a form of energy evolved by and peculiar to the complex nature of the molecule of protoplasm --or of protoplasms --which exhibits so long as it retains the power of persistence an unceasing recurrence of a bipolar state out of a unipolar state which since the material is fluid induces the separation of the material aggregated round each pole, thereby multiplying the units and tending towards the establishment of more and more complex systems.
At so early a stage of inquiry it is impossible to determine how the bipolar state is to be derived fi'om the unipolar state. Possibly it may be always bipolar, but when the energy is at its lowest ebb, namely when the cell is, as we say, in its resting stage, the poles are so close to one another as to be indistinguishable and to act in respect of external bodies as a single pole. But when the evolution of the energy grows in intensity as the result of metabolic activity the poles are driven further and further apart owing to the fluid nature of protoplasm until their separation occurs, where-upon each mass becomes instantly bipolar; but now the storm is over and the two poles in each daughter cell or nucleus lie so elose to me another as to be indistinguishable. It is interesting to remember that in some cases the centrosome (which may when present mark the position of the pole or poles) appears to be doubled almost as soon as the daughter nucleus is formed.
Perhaps, however, this may be altogether too fanciful; but my point is, if we are to have a vitalistic theory of biology I submit that it must be sought for somewhat along the lines here indicated rather than in the more mystical form presented by Dmnsci~'s conception of Entelechy, though Entelechy might be a coordinating complex of this and other forces.
It is with the hope of gaining the attention of those who are mathematicians as well as biologists that I venture to offer this essay for publication.
My sincere thanks are herewith tendered to Professor BATESON, Mr. BLACK.MAN, and Dr. JENKI~SON who were so good as]to read the draft of the above essay, for their trouble in doing so, and tbr their criticisms. That I have not benefited as much from them as I ought to have done is due to my own obstinacy, for which I humbly apologise.
Summary.
Although DRIESCH'S idea of Enteleehy may be welcomed because it involves the postulation of some influence or form of energy peculiar to animate matter, it must, nevertheless, be confessed that the conception is mystical. If we are to have a vitalistic theory of animal development it must almost of necessity be based upon some principle which can be studied by mathematical methods.
If we regard cell division in a general way, apart from the details of the process, wc are lead to conclude that there is an evolution of some form of energy within the cell which may very well be peculiar to living matter shewing, or appearing to shew, alternately unipolar and bipolar states, the latter in most cases resulting in the complete separation of the portions of protoplasm dominated respectively by either pole. It is not inconceivable that although the two poles within the cell repel one another, yet in the real or apparent unipolar state one cell as a whole may attract another cell.
Roux has described such an intercellular attraction between the segments of a segmenting egg under the terms eytotropism and cytotaxis.
If we can concede such an intercellular attraction, then supposing the attraction to act from a centre like gravitation, and supposing the position of this centre to be approximately indicated by the nucleus, the author of this paper shews how the process of gastrulation of a blastula by invagination becomes an absolute necessity in such cases, as for instance in Amphwxus, in which the nuclei occupy the positions required and the conditions fulfil all that the hypothesis demands.
The experiments of W~LSON and of MORGAI'~ with reference to the successful gastrulation of blastula of Amphio~:us derived from certain of the isolated blastomeres, and the failure of thone derived from certain others are explicable in a simple way on this hypothesis.
Gastrulation by invagination as in Amphioxus, or by splitting as in Anura is the inevitable result of segmentation and depends upon the general structure of the egg, and constitutes what has been elsewhere termed protogenesis. Denterogenesis or growth in length may be regarded as the inevitable result of gastrulation by invagination and is not due to any special determinant. In the amniSta its origin is more obscure.
Some remarks are made upon the evidence of intercellular attraction between blastomeres, and a few further observations recorded.
DRIESCH'S entelechy, although not supplying the essential qualities of a driving force may perhaps be a complex system of a simpler vitalistic force with other forces which has within certain limits a balancing or compensating influence upon the course of development like that which a gyroscope has in compensating (within certain limits) for disturbances to the course of a monorail vehicle. It can hardly be the driving power itself.
Zusammenfassung,
Trotzdem DRIESCtIS Idee yon Entelechie willkommen geheiBen werden kann, weil sie die Annahme eines gewissen Einflusses oder einer gewissen Form von Energie enthiilt, die dem Lebensstoff eigen ist, so mui3 doch eingestanden werden, dab der Begriff mystisch ist.
Wenn wir eine vitalistisehe Theorie haben sollen, dann muB sie auf einem Priuzip beruhen, welches mit mathematischen Methoden studiert werden kann.
Wenn wir Zellenteilung im allgemeinen betrachten, abgesehen yon den Einzelheiten des Vorgangs, so miissen wir darauf schlieflen, dab eine Evolution einer gewissen Energie in der Zelle ist. die sehr gut eine Eigenheit lebenden Stoffes sein kann, welcho abwechselnd einen unipolaren oder bipolaren Zustand zeigt oder zu zeigen seheint.
Der bipolare Zustand endigt in den meisten F~illen mit der vollkommenen Scheidung der Protoplasmamassen, welche je yon einem der beiden Pole beherrscht sind.
Es ist nicht unverstiindlich, daB, obgleich die beiden Pole innerhalb der Zelle sich gegenseitig abstoBen, eine Zelle als Ganzes eine andre in dem wirklichen oder scheinbaren unipolaren Zustande anziehen kann.
Rovx hat solche intercellulare Anziehungen zwischen den Furehungszellen beobaehtet und unter den Namen Cytotropismus und Cytotaxis beschrieben.
Wenn wir solehe intercellulare Anziehung zugeben, angenommen, dab die Anziehung von einem Centrum aus, wie die Gravitiit, wirkt und vorausgesetzt, dab die Lage dieses Centrums ungef~ihr durch den Kern angezeigt ist, so zeigt der Verfasser dieser Arbeit, wie der Vorgang der Gastrulation einer Blastula durch Einstiilpung zur absolaten Notwendigkeit in solchen Fiillen wird, wie z. B. 
